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SourcesSources
Justice Research and Statistics Association Justice Research and Statistics Association 
library review.  (list available)library review.  (list available)
Statistical Analysis Center (SAC) director Statistical Analysis Center (SAC) director 
listservelistserve @ JRSA poll@ JRSA poll

27 SAC directors responded over two week period 27 SAC directors responded over two week period 
(55%)(55%)

SAC Director PanelSAC Director Panel
Bill Clements Bill Clements –– VermontVermont
Phil Stevenson Phil Stevenson –– ArizonaArizona
Kim English Kim English –– ColoradoColorado
Doug Hoffman Doug Hoffman –– PennsylvaniaPennsylvania



Victimization Surveys in the States:  Victimization Surveys in the States:  
The QuestionsThe Questions

1.1. Has your SAC or another state agency conducted victimization surHas your SAC or another state agency conducted victimization surveys?veys? Please Please 
describe the type of surveys (e.g. statewide, local, topic specidescribe the type of surveys (e.g. statewide, local, topic specific etc.) and fic etc.) and 
frequency of such surveys.frequency of such surveys. Any links to reports or actual reports you could Any links to reports or actual reports you could 
provide would be quite useful.provide would be quite useful.

2.2. Are there examples from your state (or localities) where victimiAre there examples from your state (or localities) where victimization surveys were zation surveys were 
used in the legislature or other policy processes?used in the legislature or other policy processes? The panel is interested in The panel is interested in 
examples of how victimization data have been used for policy or examples of how victimization data have been used for policy or other purposes.other purposes.

3.3. Are you aware of specific victimization surveys at the city or lAre you aware of specific victimization surveys at the city or local level in your ocal level in your 
state?state? (Feel free to forward this note to others who may be able to pr(Feel free to forward this note to others who may be able to provide ovide 
information about regional, city or local victimization studies)information about regional, city or local victimization studies)..

4.4. How useful has the NCVS been to you for policy formation, researHow useful has the NCVS been to you for policy formation, research/evaluation ch/evaluation 
and other related uses?and other related uses? Are your needs being met by currently available NCVS Are your needs being met by currently available NCVS 
data?data?

5.5. What levels of geographic aggregation (e.g. state level) would bWhat levels of geographic aggregation (e.g. state level) would be useful to you for e useful to you for 
research/evaluation, policy, planning and related purposes?research/evaluation, policy, planning and related purposes?

6.6. What would you like to accomplish with victimization data that yWhat would you like to accomplish with victimization data that you cannot do ou cannot do 
now?now?

7.7. What general recommendations for improvement of the NCVS would yWhat general recommendations for improvement of the NCVS would you like to ou like to 
see?see? How (if at all) will such improvements be useful at the state/lHow (if at all) will such improvements be useful at the state/local level?ocal level?

8.8. General comments and observations?General comments and observations?



Victimization SurveysVictimization Surveys

Two thirds of respondents reported a Two thirds of respondents reported a 
survey of some type.survey of some type.
Some states that did not respond have Some states that did not respond have 
also been known to conduct surveys.also been known to conduct surveys.
About half of states overall can be About half of states overall can be 
identified as collecting victimization data.identified as collecting victimization data.



Survey CharacteristicsSurvey Characteristics
Reports available from JRSA bibliography Reports available from JRSA bibliography 
Clements CD compilation.Clements CD compilation.
Few states report actual NCVS or CVS Few states report actual NCVS or CVS 
replications. (Vermont, Alaska, Illinois, replications. (Vermont, Alaska, Illinois, 
Pennsylvania)Pennsylvania)
Most are linked to general crime, fear of crime Most are linked to general crime, fear of crime 
and opinion surveys and are statewide.and opinion surveys and are statewide.
Sample size is an issue (relative to NCVS Sample size is an issue (relative to NCVS 
requirements)requirements)
Very few sustained efforts, periodic or oneVery few sustained efforts, periodic or one--time time 
projects.projects.
Regular projectsRegular projects







How is NCVS/CVS Used?How is NCVS/CVS Used?
Diffused impact, part of larger efforts or ongoing support.Diffused impact, part of larger efforts or ongoing support.
BenchmarkingBenchmarking

CostCost--Benefit and forecasting (WA)Benefit and forecasting (WA)
Economic costs of crime (MO)Economic costs of crime (MO)
Grant proposal supportGrant proposal support

Victim services policy and planningVictim services policy and planning
Resource allocationResource allocation
Creation of Victim Services Academy (GA)Creation of Victim Services Academy (GA)
Maine legislature:  domestic violence lawsMaine legislature:  domestic violence laws
Sexual assault policies and resourcesSexual assault policies and resources

Legislative testimony and support (half states reported)Legislative testimony and support (half states reported)
Protocol DevelopmentProtocol Development

Idaho Drug Endangered Child program; Idaho Council on Domestic Idaho Drug Endangered Child program; Idaho Council on Domestic 
Violence.Violence.

CommunityCommunity--Oriented Policing projects supportOriented Policing projects support
Advocacy groupsAdvocacy groups



Issues/ImprovementsIssues/Improvements
Support of NCVS continuationSupport of NCVS continuation

Importance of time series notedImportance of time series noted
Geographic Issue:  clear message that state Geographic Issue:  clear message that state 
level is needed.level is needed.

City/region level interest as well (12 cities study of City/region level interest as well (12 cities study of 
1998 noted)1998 noted)
Urban/Suburban/Rural samplesUrban/Suburban/Rural samples
States and localities canStates and localities can’’t afford or have expertise to t afford or have expertise to 
conduct regular CVSconduct regular CVS

CVS software CVS software 

Special topics or issues:  Special topics or issues:  cybercrimecybercrime, domestic , domestic 
violence, identity theft, firearms use, subviolence, identity theft, firearms use, sub--
population studiespopulation studies
Comparisons to NIBRS data Comparisons to NIBRS data 


